The European Fitness
Sector contribution to the
2020 #BeActive Campaign
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This Report provides an overview of the fitness sector contribution
to the European Week of Sport 2020 and to the overall
#BeActive message throughout the year

The European Fitness Sector Contribution
EuropeActive is proud to present the
amazing contribution of its friends,
partners and stakeholders.
Together we have inspired millions of
Europeans to #BEACTIVE and to adopt a
more active lifestyle.

1548 Facilities Involved
3203 Events held across Europe

1,365,000 Participants involved

Over 30 million people reached
through various media activities
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The European Fitness Sector Contribution
From a park run to a dedicated postal
stamp, the creativity and resourcefulness
of our partners during this year’s edition
has been truly incredible.
Here are just some of this year’s highlights:
•

Special edition National Fitness Day
themed postal stamp in Greece

•

Active Families Virtual Event organised
by Ireland Active and The Irish Times

•

Outdoor workout on football
stadium in city of Bihac in Bosnia and
Herzegovina

•

Bike Mega Class workout broadcasted
live nationally in Portugal

•

#BEACTIVE Night – Zumba Party 2020
in Lithuania
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The EuropeActive Contribution
Together with the project partners of
the National Fitness Day for Europe
project, EuropeActive is promoting and
growing the European Week of Sport
by organising National Fitness Day
campaigns across Europe.
This project is also part of the European
Week of Sport going beyond borders,
with project partners from the Eastern
Partnership and the Western Balkans.
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The EuropeActive Contribution
The Let’s #BEACTIVE project has reached
thousands of inactive adults in hundreds
of fitness centres across Europe since its
launch in 2018.
The project promotes both the European
Week of Sport and the adoption of
active, healthy lifestyles through the
implementation of a 6 week structured
exercise programme.
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The European Fitness
Sector Contribution
On Saturday 30th May, 2020, the first ever
#BEACTIVE HOUR campaign brought Europe
together to celebrate the essential role
activity plays in people’s physical, mental
and social wellbeing. In collaboration
with ukactive and with support from the
European Commission, the campaigned
proved to be a huge success, highlighting
the essential role physical activity plays in
times of a global pandemic.
The #BEACTIVE HOUR campaign has been
made possible thanks to the generous
support from sponsors FIBO, GO fit, Les Mills
Nordic, Life Fitness, Matrix, Myzone and
Technogym.
The #BEACTIVE HOUR generated a 98%
increase of the use of hashtag #BEACTIVE
across all social media channels compared
to the previous period and well over 10 000
people followed the workout through the
sponsors dedicated channels.
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“The #BEACTIVE HOUR
was a great initiative to
underline once again the
essential role activity plays
in people’s physical, mental
and social wellbeing
especially during difficult
times like the ones
we are living”
Anna Bogdanova
EREPS Ambassador

The European Fitness
Sector Contribution
On Saturday 26th September 2020 at 7pm,
EREPS Ambassador George Xiros represented
EuropeActive and the fitness sector during
the #BeActive night livestream. He led a
digital workout on the EU Commission Social
Media channels with 7 Olympic athletes
connected from different
European capitals.
BeActive night livestream date :
• 2,952,932 people reached
• 423,135 video views
#BeActive for Personal Wellbeing
#BeActive to help your Immune System
#BeActive for your Resilience
#BeActive for your Community
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“I am honoured to have run the workout
with 7 famous athletes around Europe
during the first digital edition of the
#BeActive Night – it was great fun!”
George Xiros
EREPS Ambassador

Support each other to #BeActive

Andreas Paulsen
Executive Director
EuropeActive
“I have been blown away by the amazing
contributions from the European fitness sector to
the European Week of Sport. The resourcefulness
and creativeness from our partners to get people
active in these challenging times has been really
impressive. On behalf of the entire EuropeActive
team, I would like to extend a big thank you to
all the people involved and would like to invite
everyone to join us again next year.”
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www.europeactive.eu

